How to facilitate learning or lever effect
algebra homework help

A little important story about the lever
It is no secret that people always try to make their lives easier.Setting the goal to facilitate its cruel
existence (and the case occurred several thousand years ago), people began to invent various
devices, devices that would help them in everyday life.
So it was invented by the wheel, boring, spinning machine, etc.However, a special role among all
such inventions occupies a lever.I do not know exactly whether the lever was invented by some
particular person or not, but it does not matter.It is important that with the help of the lever it was
possible to raise multi-torrent loads over the surface of the Earth, which in those days became one
of the trade engines.
Subsequently, the cut-off people understood that the lever exists not only in the form in which we
used to see it.The levers exist everywhere, however, most of the residents of the planet can only
see the "standard" lever.
You, after reading this article to the end, will understand that the levers around you are a pond of a
pride, you just have to see them in time, and most importantly - to apply correctly.After all, if you
incorrectly apply the lever, then in the end you will get a completely opposite effect.That "cargo" that
you wanted to raise with the help of a lever may become a mountain problem for you,
commensurate the "cargo" you lose.
What levers exist among us?
If you say in a nutshell, then the most different.Their number depends on the volume of your
knowledge of the world.Accordingly, the more you know about a variety of things, the more you
have the likelihood of seeing additional levers that can raise you over your problems.
Eternal problems of students
For example, there is to take the financial sphere, then if you do not go into details, there is a
so-called.Financial lever, thanks to which you can quickly deploy your business by taking money
from other people (borrowed funds).Its essence is that if you, for example, want to open your
business, then you have two options where to take money:
1) at home (he will have to postpone and save God knows how much time);
2) Others (money you will receive almost immediately).

If you only use your funds, your business will slowly slowly develop, and only after 3-5 years you can
get at least some tangible return from it.
Return from Business - Lever Effect
If you use the borrowed funds (so far, throw away the prejudice about the fact that it is a very risky
lesson, wait to internally criticize this option, it is very important for the correct understanding of the
essence of the financial leverage), then you can almost immediately get the effect of your activities
inThe form of a tangible flow of money (with the right organization of the case and forgive all
possible risks).At the same time, payments on the loan you will pay from your profits.
Methods of earnings for schoolchildren and students
And now compare the results.When using only your funds, you will receive a tangible profit only after
several years of work, and when using borrowed (credit) funds - almost immediately.
Just need to be correctly understood how to manage credit money to obtain the maximum effect.
I just thought you visually demonstrated the work of the financial lever.I really want to believe that
you at least a little later to understand the essence of what I want to express you.Do not worry if you
think that I have already forgot to tell you how to facilitate studies at a university or school.Not at
all.Soon you will learn everything.It is just very important that you first caught the main meaning of
the use of various levers in your life.
How to make a variety of student life?
In order for you to finally understand the essence of the lever, you have another example.You come
to get a job as an accountant into a large company.You work for a while in this position, find certain
acquaintances, links.At the same time, after working, let's say 5 years, you feel that I have already
grown off the position, and it is time for you to become the chief accountant of your department.
How can you "turn" your promotion?There are many ways (rertestration, performing work over the
norm, etc.), but all these options are not suitable for us.First, they require too much effort, and,
secondly, time.
You already know that a person is not in vain invented a lever with which you can speed up any
processes, be it raising a stone or a promotion.Duck here, how can I use the lever at
work?Easily!The main thing is to know where the necessary levers are located, and how they should
be "pressed."
As mentioned above, in the process of your work activity, you will acquire various connections
familiar, etc.Duck Here, all your connections and there are levers that can promote you by service.It
is very important to choose the right lever from their diversity.How to do it?

Again - easy!All that you want is to decide on two things:
(1) A person who makes a decision on increasing the company (who should be able to direct the
impact of the lever);
(2) A person who is able to influence on (1) (this will be your lever).
For example, you have a familiar secretary.He is the secretary of the head of your department.This
is your lever.Accordingly, the head of the department is the one who decides on the increase in
service workers.
Your task will be to contend your acquaintance and secretary to, so that it is not enough, at a
convenient case, hinted the head that you have drawn the closest attention in the plan of promotion
and career growth.

